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LET 9 BE the set of all C2 functions f: [0, I] + [0, 1] such that f’(0) # 0 Z f’(I) and f”(x) # 0 for 
all x with f’(x) = 0. 9 with the C* topology is an open subset of the space of all C* maps of 
[0, 11 into itself. Let h(f) denote the topological entropy of f (defined below). This is a fairly 
coarse dynamical invariant, and to say that h: 5@ -tR is continuous at f is a weak type of 
stability statement about f. 
THEOREM. The function h: 9 + R is upper semi-continuous. 
This result has some immediate implications. Let %‘* be the space of all C2 maps of [0, 11 
into itself. 
COROLLARY 1. The continuity points of h: %‘*+ R form a residual set. 
COROLLARY 2. If F: R” + 9 is continuous, then i(u) = h(F(u)) is continuous on a residual set of 
R”. 
COROLLARY 3. If f E 9 and h(f) = 0, then h: 9 + R is continuous at f. 
What one would really like to prove is the following conjecture: if M is a manifold, then for’ 
some r the continuity points of h: Dir(M)+ R form a residual set. It is easy to construct 
points f at which h is not lower semi-continuous and Misiurewicz[7] has constructed f where h 
is not upper semi-continuous. There is still hope that h might be upper semi-continuous on 
a dense open subset of Diff’(M). It would be good to decide if h is continuous at the known 
counterexamples to Axiom A, e.g. [ 11, [83. 
The results of this paper are strictly one-dimensional. Even here our results just touch the 
surface. For example, one does not know if h is actually continuous everywhere on 5? (or even 
on Ce’). Perhaps the methods of the present paper can be extended to show that h is upper 
semi-continuous on Bk, the space of CL maps f with f’(O) Z 0 #f’(l) and f”‘(x) # 0 for some 
2 < i s k whenever f’(x) = 0. Along different lines, it may be that an f E 9 with h(f) > 0 must 
have a periodic point p whose prime period is not a power of 2 (see[6]). 
Finally let us mention that examples where hCf) is continuous have been studied by L. 
Block[3,9] and L. Dysart (unpublished). See [lo] also. 
Definitions. The entropy h(f) was defined by Adler, Konheim and McAndrew[2]. We will 
use the slightly different definition of [4]. If K C [0, 11, we will call E C K an (n, e)-spanning set 
for K if VxEK3y EE with lfkx-fky[ GE for all OskGn. hCf,K,e)=limsup l/n log min 
{card E: E(n, r)-spans K} and h(f, K) = limh(f, K, E) = suph(f, K, ??). Finallv iz sets h(f) = 
E-4 c-r0 
hcf. IO, II). 
In calculating h(f) it is useful to know how close hcf, E) = hcf, [0, I], E) is to hcf). To 
estimate this error one defines 
A,(~,E)={xE[~,~]: Ifkx-fkzl~eVk30} 
and h:(f) = sup h(f, A& e)). One then has the inequalities[5] 
ZEIO. II
hcf, E) s h(f) < hcf, E) + h:(f). 
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To show that h: 9 + R is upper-semicontinuous we will get upper bounds for h(g, E) and A*,(E) 
which hold for g in a neighborhood of f. 
Some lemmas 
From now on f~8, xl<x2<... <x, are the critical points of f and 6 = S(j) = 
min JXi+l - Xi] (where x0 = 0, x,+~ = 1). 
04i-3 
LEMMA 1. Suppose A C [0, l] satisfies diam fkA < S for all 0 G k C n and that fkA is 
contained in some (xi,, xc+,) for m values of k with 0 s k G n. Then for any a > 0 there is a 
family 3 of at most 2”-” 4(n + 1)/a open intervals covering A so that 
x,yEInA,IEBjlfkx-fkyl~a forall Osksn. 
Proof. By induction on n. It is true for n = 0 since [0, l] can be covered by a family dp of at 
most 2/a open intervals of length less than a. For n > 1, apply the statement to A’ = fA and 
n’ = n - 1 to get a family 9’. 
If A C (Xi, Xi+l), then for each I’ E 9’ let I = f-‘I’ n (Xi, Xi+*)- I is an open interval since 
fl(xi, Xi+,) is monotonic. Shrink the intervals I if necessary so that no three of them have a point 
in common. Set 9 = {I n J: I’ E dp’, J E 8, I n JZ 0). Because I and J are intervals, I n J = 0 or 
I unless I contains an endpoint of J. From this one sees that 
card 8; s card 8’ + $ s 2hvm* + fi. 
a a 
We have left the case that A is not in some (Xi, Xi+,). As diam A <S we do have 
A C (Xi-l, Xi+,) for some i. For each I’ E $‘, f-II’ fl (Xi-19 Xi+!) = 11 U 12 for some open intervals 1, 
and 12. This is because f is at most 2-to-1 on (Xi-17 Xi+,). We shrink intervals as before and let 
8; = {I, f-I J, IT (7 J: I’ E 9’. J E 8;}. 
Then card 3 G 2 card 9’ + (4/2) G 2”-“(4n/a) + (4/a) (using m’ = m). ??
LEMMA 2. Suppose ??c S and that /3 = sup {]f(x)]: Ix-xi] G E for some xi} < min {A-‘, 1) 
where A = sup {]j’(y>]: y E [0, 11). Then h:(f) 6 (l/q) log 2. 
Proof. Pick z E [0, l] and let 
A, = {x E I: Ifkz - f”xj s E for all k 3 0). 
Let m(n) be the number of k with 0 s k G n so that fkAz C some (Xi, Xi+,). By lemma 1 we can 
find an (n, a)-spanning set E,(a) for A, with card E,(a) G (2n-mcn’4(n + 1)/a). If fkAz is not in 
some (xi, xi+i), then ll.f’(~>lI s B f or all y E fkA,. It follows that diam f”A, s Amcn’~n-mcn)~. We 
will see that f”A, has diameter less than a unless m(n) is reasonably large compared to n. Since 
B c 1, choose N so that jlNe < a. Then diam f”A, c a unless m(n) > q(n - m(n) - N) because 
A”/3 < 1. Now construct E:(a) recursively by letting Et(a) = E,(a) if diam f”A, 3 a and 
E:(a) = E:_,(a) if diam f”A, <a. One sees that E:(a) will (n, a)-span A,. Furthermore, if 
diam fnAz2a, then n>m(n)aq(n-m(n)-N) gives n-m(n)~(n/q)+N and so card 
E:(a) < 2t(‘q)+N) 4(n + l)a-‘. This inequality holds for the other n’s also of course. One gets 
hcf, A,, ??) s lim sup I log card Et(a) G d log 2 
n- n 
??
LEMMA 3. Let f E 9 and y > 0 be given. There is a neighborhood % off in 3 (with the Cz 
topology) and an E > 0 so that 
h:(g)< y for-all g E %. 
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Proof. Choose q so that l/q log 2 < y and e < S(j) as in lemma 2. For g C2 near f, g will 
have the same number of critical points as f, S(g) = minimum distance between critical points 
of g will stay > 4 A(g) = sup{Ig’(y)): Y E to, 111 will be neaf h(f), and p(g) = sup {jg’(x)l: 
x is within E of a critical point of g} will be near B(j). Thus the hypotheses of lemma 2 will 
hold for g. cl 
Proof of the Theorem 
Let f E 9, y >O and choose Q, % as in lemma 3. Choose an N > 0 so that we can 
(N, e/4)-span [0, l] with respect to f with a set of points F that satisfies l/N log card F < 
hcf) + y. Choose a neighborhood %’ of f in 9 so that 
g E w, x E WY 113ls ‘x-fLx]<i forall OSkSN. 
Let g E a’. For each x E [0, l] there is a b(x) E F so that ]gkx - fk&x)( < (e/2) for all 0 s k s N. 
For n = rN + s, 0 G s < N, define Q: [0, l] + F’+’ by a,(x) = (4(x), &jNx), . . . , ~$cf’~x)). Let E, 
be a set of points in [0, l] so that for each (y,, . . . , y,+r) E F’+’ which equals Q,(x) for some x, 
there is exactly one x’ E E, with @(x’) = (y,, . . . , yr+l). Then card E, s (card F)‘+’ and E,(n, E)- 
spans [0, 11 with respect to g. Hence 
h(g,~)~limsupJlogcardE.~$logcardF~h~)+y. 
II- n 
For gE%n%‘we have 
h(g) G h(g, E) + h:(g) c W) + 2Y. ??
Added in proof. J. Milnor and W. Thurston have announced a proof that h: $9 --f R is actually 
continuous. 
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